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ABSTRACT

Data sprints are multidisciplinary, time-limited, practice-oriented, and group activities that explore complex issues through data gathering, visualization, and analysis. Data sprints usually conclude with final presentations where participants showcase the research process they followed and the achieved results. Research centers conducting data sprint activities store research results repurposing existing formats (i.e., Wikis) not directly tailored to organizing, archiving, and disseminating online data sprints’ output. Starting from the experience of a data sprint on Digital Methods, the paper describes the design process of a digital format which condenses and reinterprets good practices already in use in current formats for disseminating data sprints results. The design process of the format is structured in two steps: (i) designing and (ii) staging the format. The former aims to dissect and recompose data sprint results in hierarchical block structures filled with variable contents; the latter describes outcomes that emerged during a preliminary evaluation phase with experts and a stress-test activity. The format is a container that participants can fill at the end of a data sprint to organize, archive, and present research results. Evaluation activities confirmed the efficiency of the format, which is distinguished by its nested structure and flexibility with different content.
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1. Introduction: disseminating data sprint-based research

Although the format of the sprint was born in the computer science context, over the years sprints have been applied in different areas, from service design to the more recent academic context for data gathering and analysis (Mauri et al., 2019, p. 162). Within the academic context, data sprints are multidisciplinary events where teams of researchers, doctoral and master students from various disciplines, such as Science and Technology Studies, Future Studies, Sociology, Media Studies and Digital Humanities (Bounegru et al., 2018; Ciuccarelli and Elli, 2019) come together to best achieve a given goal through practice-based research. As stated by Mauri in 2019, data sprints usually address wicked problems (Mauri et al., 2019, p. 163), namely situations where it is not easy to define an initial design brief and where different professionals must agree on the type of result they want to realize (Rittel and Webber, 1973). In this regard, communication design and data visualization skills are considered crucial when dealing with controversy mapping and prototyping activities (Mauri and Ciuccarelli, 2016). Moreover, data sprints are time-limited, practice-oriented, and driven by case study activities where communication design researchers play a pivotal role in informing and tracking the research process while guiding and tutoring visualization activities within the teamwork (Mauri et al., 2019, pp. 161–180). Data sprints usually conclude with a
However, results produced during data sprints are fragmented and scattered across disparate media (slides, notebooks, repositories, shared folders), thus they are not always easily accessible and consistently organized, and the risk that some parts might be lost is frequent. Existing dissemination formats employed during data sprints (Wikis, web reports, slides) require users to define a structure for presenting outputs and often have to make compromises to include different specific features (i.e., slides do not allow insert interactive visualizations, Wikis do not generate a visual index). Hence, it seems appropriate to design a platform that inherits from existing formats the flexibility of content publication, while integrating their specificities (i.e., hypertexts from Wikis, visual content from presentations) into a single system. In this regard, the paper delineates the role of communication designers in the context of data sprints in the ideation of a dissemination format, namely a digital place that allows data sprints’ results to be stored, staged, and accessed after the research activities.

1.1. The Algocount data sprint

The starting point of the paper is the work carried out during the Algocount data sprint held online from January 18th to 22nd, 2021.1. Emulating the successful approaches of the Digital Methods Initiative Schools in Amsterdam and the Smart Data Sprint in Lisbon, all activities in the data sprint were conducted using Digital Methods (DM), a collection of web-native techniques for research into cultural change and societal conditions (Rogers, 2013). The presented data sprint is one of the main activities conducted within a broader multidisciplinary project that seeks to expand the current understanding of the role of algorithms in society and raise awareness about them, with a specific focus on public opinion in Italy. The data sprint was framed within the infodemic theme1,2, and it exploited the discussions that emerged on social networks during the pandemic to study the influence of algorithms in the formation of Italian public opinion on social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram3, TikTok, Reddit, and YouTube). The participants were divided into five sub-groups and, as a result, the data sprint produced a total of seven “experiments”, namely single investigations addressing a research question. Indeed, each group carried on at least one experiment during the data sprint. Materials of the seven experiments have been used as resources for designing the dissemination format presented in the paper which is digital, web-based, and ought to preserve features of data sprint results (i.e., datasets, static and interactive visualization, video animations, GIFs, and texts). Indeed, although the seven experiments had common features, research processes were not always generalizable or inscribable into definite categories, thus it was important to design a format that on the one hand was flexible, but on the other left room for users to be thorough.

In Section 2 authors present a review of formats for dissemination of data sprint-based research, reflecting on opportunities for innovating existing solutions; Section 3 describes in detail the design process from the collection of data sprint results to the
preliminary evaluation of the format. Section 4 shows the strengths and weaknesses of the format, using one of the experiments carried on during the data sprint as a case of application. Finally, the authors envision future research opportunities and usage scenarios.

2. Existing dissemination formats for data sprint-based research

When it comes to disseminating the outcomes of data sprints, every research team is interested in disclosing the technical details of the conducted experiments, and in conveying discovered findings. Authors identified four types of formats to disseminate sprints-based research: final presentations (1), written reports (2), web platforms (3), and field guides (4). These four dissemination formats describe current practices in disseminating research results in data sprints, and they can inform how the design of a new format could integrate their specificities to build on consolidated habits of documentation.

(1) Final presentations organize process and findings in slides that mostly include visual contents, to encourage verbal exposition and discussion in front of other teams of researchers. Presentations can be recorded and shared on streaming platforms to preserve the discussions. Researchers can insert hyperlinks to resources like datasets and high-quality pictures in slides, but the format is not suitable for storing them. Researchers are used to simultaneously preparing slides using cloud-based software. Research runs fast and heuristically, therefore they hardly have the time to organize the produced materials as the work proceeds, involving the risk, after the sprint ends, of losing resources as they are moved or deleted from shared folders. Consequently, the body of work needs to be recollected to be preserved.

(2) A part of the research team is usually assigned the task of writing a comprehensive report after presentations and research activities are concluded. Reports include written and detailed descriptions that are not included in presentations and may link to external resources. However, they usually do not include interactive features, nor store materials.

(3) Another example of dissemination format is a custom web platform: a website designed to host the outcomes of multiple data sprint experiments, which share the same context or topic because part of the same overarching research project (Venturini, 2014). A web platform resonates with other attempts aimed at renovating dissemination formats (Lupo et al., 2021). It provides comprehensive descriptions and gives space to visual and interactive contents. Additionally, it stores and gives access to materials like datasets, source files (such as networks in Gephi format, or vector-based

projects files), high-quality images, and code snippets. Web platforms proved capable of appropriately displaying contents and surviving the passing of time, however, they require considerable efforts to be designed, implemented, and maintained.

(4) **Field guides** are a further dissemination format that is aimed at reflecting on the research process conducted during sprints (Bounegru et al., 2018). Guides stress the methodological approach behind sprint-based research and aim at packaging reusable procedures to allow the adoption by other practitioners. As for web platforms, field guides require significant efforts in that researchers must consistently analyze and reproduce previous research.

While presentations and reports are produced by individual research teams during or immediately after sprints, web platforms and field guides are the results of a post-sprint re-elaboration. In particular, the design and implementation of platforms requires significant resources, and we can’t assume that all data sprints result in a dedicated website.

### 3. Design Process

Building on the previous considerations, authors identified the need for a format designed to simplify dissemination and preservation of sprint-based research. The proposed format requires researchers to give structure to their works, it allows for collaboration between multiple users, and, thanks to a dedicated technical infrastructure, it produces a functional website that can be hosted on any server. The design process of the presented dissemination platform includes two main phases. The first phase (Figure 1), finalized to design the dissemination format interface (3.1), involves: the design of a data sprint report structure, the reorganization of all the reports into a matrix, and the iterative design of a format mock-up. The second phase (3.2) is focused on staging the format and involves focus groups and stress-test activities.

#### 3.1. Shaping the format: restructuring data sprints results into a dissemination format

As mentioned above, results of data sprints can have different dissemination formats, often like compositions of semi-finished visuals and text in the form of slides or reports with variable structures. Hence, all research carried out during the data sprint this paper refers to have in common that they are based (1) on data gathered from social networks, (2) deal with addressing ill-defined problems, (3) they are carried out with DM, (4) are driven by the main research question and eventual sub-research questions, (5) and they include a significant number of visual outputs (i.e., visualizations, videos, GIFs).

**Designing the report structure** — The 20 participants of the presented data sprint — a team of researchers from the social sciences and a communication design team — worked in five groups, each studying one or two platforms and experimenting with DM auditing and reverse engineering techniques (Ziewitz, 2016) combined with data visualization. Right after the sprint, each group stored slides containing the data sprint results, and afterwards the communication design team drafted a report structure to be filled by each group.
The report structure was intended to collect processed information from all the groups consistently to have an arrangement that would make the experiments comparable to each other. Inspired by existing DM reports, the format required researchers to complete five main sections:

- **Introduction**: section dedicated to describing the research object (i.e., the Facebook Newsfeed) and the research problem triggered by an inexplicable algorithmic situation.

- **Experiment(s)**: section meant to collect the experiment(s) carried on during the data sprint. While some working groups produced just one experiment, others were able to carry out more.

Each experiment includes:

- the *research question*, specifying the research object and the addressed wicked problem.
- the *experiment setting*, describing the digital environment in which the data collection took place, with which devices, over what time range.
- the *outline* of the process, depicting the step-by-step procedure for carrying out the data-driven experiment.
- the *dataset(s)* output, containing the list of gathered data.
- the discursive *description* of the experiment.
- the main *findings* of the experiment, emerging from visualizations.

- **General findings**: if the research is comprised of multiple research questions, this space includes a general finding that summarizes the data sprint-based research outcomes.

- **New research questions**, such as future research opportunities arising from the outcomes and outputs of the data sprint.
- Envisioning for a dissemination format: here, participants are invited to imagine a format for sharing their work to gather ideas that will be useful in the next phase, dedicated to the dismantling and reassembling of the works.

At the end of this process, once that all the participants have filled the report structure, authors collected five reports (one for each group), respectively including at least one experiment.

Packing into boxes: from reports to content blocks — Once the reports were completed, authors reviewed and dissected them having an overview of each and all of them at the same time. From five reports authors identified seven experiments. Given the structure of the reports previously described, it was easy to identify similar aspects in the work processes of each group. However, the diversity with which each experiment used DM also emerged. Through an activity that the authors called “packing into boxes”, they recomposed excerpts from the reports into a matrix (Figure 2. screenshot of the “packing into boxes” output: a matrix that reconfigured the information of the experiments.). Rows of the matrix represented boxes (i.e., platform, title, tools, teaser, contextualization), while each column was dedicated to a report (Facebook, TikTok, YouTube, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram). The goal was to get an overview of the five reports and the diverse experiments within them: what are the similarities and differences in content, and what are the existing information hierarchies?

Thus, the matrix enabled authors to organize results according to shared components and highlight the peculiarities of each experiment. For example, the authors identified tactics and tools that have been used in more than one experiment, such as RAWGraphs (Mauri et al., 2017) — a data visualization tool, and Fake Name Generator — a website

**Figure 2.** screenshot of the “packing into boxes” output: a matrix that reconfigured the information of the experiments.
which randomly generates fake biometric data. Hence, the authors compiled the matrix grouping tactics and tools inside a box. The reoccurrence of concepts laid the foundation for the design of a glossary of tools and tactics that would serve as a transversal means for all the experiments. Moreover, while packing into boxes, authors made ontological arguments about the structure of the experiments. Indeed, authors identified three nested levels of information:

- **Main-blocks** represent the higher level of information that structures type of contents transversally such as the experiment presentation, namely the overall description of each experiment provided by the groups. Authors identified experiment presentation, context, research question, experiment setup, notes, step by step process, finding and references as main blocks.

- **Sub-blocks**, namely the nested structure of each main block. Sub-blocks characteristics depend on the parent main block. Thus, some main blocks can lack sub-block. For example, while the experiment presentation can be composed by title, a brief description, a table of contents, and tools and techniques employed, the references block does not require an additional nesting level because it is a simple content list.

- Finally, the authors identified the content blocks that represent the most peculiar information, namely the text, images, videos, and multimedia contents that participants employed for describing their experiments.

**Format layout design** — The defined blocks were the starting point for translating the information into a graphic layout. Hence, by comparing the blocks across the experiments, authors identified common practices. For example: participants used multiple media with various graphic styles and colors (static and animated images and visualizations, videos, links, among others) to narrate the process of the experiments. Moreover, authors noticed that experiments’ blocks could be nested with different degrees of complexity and that it is necessary that the format allows the research to be read considering both the hierarchy and the sequence of the actions.

Following these observations, authors defined the design Requirements (R) of the format:

![Figure 3. Diagram of information blocks that structure the experiments' content.](image)
- **R1**: The graphic style of the format must not compete with the visual material and while emphasizing the structure of the information.

- **R2**: The format must give relevance to the use of visual and multimedia material present in the reports of each experiment.

- **R3**: The format must guarantee a fluid fruition of the contents from a desktop device.

The blocks identified above were essential to build the layout. Indeed, the authors translated them to fit into a clean visual grid that would allow to combine and nest different types of content (R1). Thus, while comparing blocks across the experiments, the authors decided to design a layout that could accommodate content in both one column and more than one column. This allowed authors to create diverse compositions including text, bullet points, and multimedia content. Generally, each *main-block* corresponds to a layout however, given the variety of *sub-blocks* and *content-blocks*, authors designed other layout options to meet any requirements.

Hence, as shown in Figure 4, format layout for composing the information blocks.

![Figure 4. Format layout for composing the information blocks.](image)

Some blocks have more than one layout depending on the specificity of the content. The diagram provides a sample of blocks that have been used in one experiment. Possible connections between experiments are depicted later (Figure 5; Overall structure of the dissemination format. Each project is a collection of experiments sharing a glossary which can be organized into categories, such as tools and techniques.).

Some blocks have more than one layout depending on the specificity of the content. The diagram provides a sample of blocks that have been used in one experiment. Possible connections between experiments are depicted later (Figure 5; the *experiment presentation*, the *research question*, the *notes*, and the *references* blocks have a fixed...
layout. Differently, the experiment setup, the context, the findings, and the step-by-step blocks require multicolumn layouts or multimedia compositions to properly address design requirements (R2).

Figure 5. Overall structure of the dissemination format. Each project is a collection of experiments sharing a glossary which can be organized into categories, such as tools and techniques.

To guarantee fluid fruition of the contents, authors exploited interactivity giving priority to scroll, designing sticky and fixed elements, and including tools as magnifying lenses ad zoom for multimedia contents. For example, the layout envisioned for the step-by-step process (Figure 4. format layout for composing the information blocks. Some blocks have more than one layout depending on the specificity of the content. The diagram provides a sample of blocks that have been used in one experiment. Possible connections between experiments are depicted later (Figure 5), last column) includes sticky elements (R3) which could support and improve the readability of the contents embedded into the scrollable area.

Finally, to make connections between experiments, the authors designed a layout
dedicated to the *Glossary* where tools and techniques could be gathered and described. The process of standardization of the possible compositions of the information is fundamental to achieve graphic consistency between all experiments, as well as to guarantee to those who will read the experiments a consistent way to find the needed information (Figure 5. Overall structure of the dissemination format. Each project is a collection of experiments sharing a glossary which can be organized into categories, such as tools and techniques.).

### 2.2. Staging the format: assessment through discussion and simulation of use

Once the layout of the format was defined, the authors addressed the focus group and stress-test activities to assess the format layout design.

**Focus group** — A wide range of disciplines (Silverman, 2016) has proposed *focus group methodologies* as “an informal discussion among selected individuals” (Becket al. 1986: 73) to gather valuable information about specific subjects. In such groups, participants are free to articulate their opinions in a spontaneous manner, which may facilitate the collection of more in-depth insights. On such intentions, the authors conducted a focus group (see Figure 6. Focus group participants from Political Sciences and Design fields.) of twelve participants (5 facilitators and 7 participants; almost all of them participated in the data sprint) belonging to both social sciences and communication design research fields, to test the structure, layout, usability, and flexibility of the dissemination template. The general aim was to collect feedback on those aspects which were not anticipated as critical during the design development. The focus group lasted approximately three hours and was structured in two main activities: a guided exploration of the format mock-up and a participatory discussion.

![Focus group participants from Political Sciences and Design fields.](image)

The first activity was carried out by a facilitator. During this phase, participants were invited to critically reflect on the different features showed. The guided exploration focused on different aspects concerning the layout design. For example, the facilitator asked participants to reflect on the flexibility of the column layout, on the design choices...
of the Glossary, and on the arrangement of the visual elements in the cover. Participants were likewise provided with clear-cut questions to direct and nourish the discussion on the aforementioned aspects. For instance, when asked “What is the most suitable layout for your research?” most participants confirmed they would benefit from having the possibility to choose between a single-column or a two-column layout. At this stage the comments were rather positive and focused on the visual choices, the effectiveness of the layout and the usability of the platform.

Throughout the second part of active feedback exchange, the discussion evolved organically and was moderated by the facilitators. This activity was conceived to assess the completeness and flexibility of the template by asking the participants to imagine the application of other case studies. More specifically, they were asked to identify three features they found ineffective or complex along with the three they found useful. The discussion started with the latter, which proved to be a fruitful starting point for thinking about how to further improve specific details. For example, while the Glossary was found to be immediate and essential, the participants also pinpointed the following fine tunings: a) adding a customizable section and b) standardizing the layout for each section.

This phase was critical to confirm the effectiveness of the structure and the layout of the format to narrate the research process. Moreover, it emerged that the structure and the layout were reasonable flexible to accommodate different types of research. Finally, it allowed to identify the elements of the template to be improved.

**Stress-test** — Following the collection, analysis, and implementation of the feedback that emerged from the focus group, the succeeding activity involved a stress-test. The stress-test activity focused on evaluating the overall performance of the format. To assess it, authors populated a prototype version of the web-based format\(^8\) with other contents. Although in the stress testing methodology, systems are intensively tested above normal operational capacity through automated techniques (Beizer, 2003; Nelson, 2009), authors’ testing method consisted in creating a high-fidelity mockup of the format with two sample projects carried out during the DMI Summer and Winter schools and stored as reports on the website of the school. Such a method allowed the authors to examine the efficiency of the format when dealing with experiments with variable structures and fields of application.

As a result, the focus group and the stress-test assessed the overall usability of the format, both when using experiments coming from the infodemic data sprint and from other similar contexts. Criticalities and suggestions emerged from the feedback session have been progressively solved and integrated within the format. For example, the authors refined the reference section and enriched the glossary creating cross-references between techniques and tools.

\(^8\) The prototype version of the web-based format is an early-stage Content Management System enabling authors to compose each experiment according to the designed blocks and layouts.
3. Using the format: a case study from the Algocount data sprint

As emerged from focus groups and stress tests, the format helps in disseminating data sprint research’s processes and results, besides answering storage and durability issues of the information from the experiments over time, since it fills the gap described in Section 2 arisen both from literature and authors’ experiences in the field. To better illustrate its usage, in the following section the authors will describe one of the seven experiments developed in the context of the data sprint, shedding light on the aspects of the format that make it a promising tool during usage.

3.1. Case study: “Why am I Seeing this Infodemic on my Facebook News Feed”

The “Why am I seeing this infodemic in my Facebook’s News feed?” experiment belongs to a collection of experiments developed during the data sprint. The experiment tries to answer the question “How does the Facebook algorithm facilitate the radicalization process of a newborn user through suggestions started from the query “no-mask Italia”.

As explained in the previous section, the format autogenerates this page, building it on top of the contents. “Why am I seeing this infodemic on my Facebook’s News Feed?” focuses on (1) exploring the day-by-day development of a newborn Facebook interested in no-mask related issues in Italy, (2) collecting data about newsfeed and user’s activity manually, (3) visualizes and tells the radicalization process of the user.

Figure 7. General presentation of the experiment “Why am I seeing this infodemic on my Facebook’s News Feed” proposed as case study for this paper.
brief description (Figure 7. General presentation of the experiment “Why am I seeing this infodemic on my Facebook’s News Feed” proposed as case study for this paper), and the table of contents (Figure 7. General presentation of the experiment “Why am I seeing this infodemic on my Facebook’s News Feed” proposed as case study for this paper), enabling a quicker navigation through the experiment.

Scrolling through the general presentation, as stated in the table of contents, the experiment contains the following blocks: the context, the research question, the setup, the disclaimer, the visual index, the research steps, and the findings. Among these, some are more relevant than others and deserve an in-depth description of their characteristics through the application of the case study under consideration. As emerged from the authors’ experiences and focus groups’ results, the main strengths of the format are the following:

![Figure 8](context.jpg)

- It invites users to **contextualize the research object**, situating it in space and time.
- It helps in **structuring the experiment setup** suggesting the items to be considered.
- Its **visual index** summarizes the research steps in a diagram.
- It allows for combining different layouts, promoting the use of **parallel columns** for comparing data, processes, visualization, or findings.
- It allows to create a **glossary**, shared by all the experiments of the project.

**Contextualizing the research object** — The News Feed is the research object around which the experiment revolves. It is the centerpiece of Facebook’s home page and is constantly updated with a list of stories by friends, advertisements, and pages...
updates. The variety of contents appearing on the News Feed is managed by a complex algorithm, which relies on many factors including user profiling, then users’ choices and advertisements. At the time of the experiment (January 2021), given the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council), users can also discover the reason why some contents such as suggested ADVs appear on their News Feed by clicking on the “Why Am I Seeing This” button. If in January 2021, the button was active just for mobile devices, one year later it is also active for desktops. Indeed, research objects are frequently evolving: they are revised and modified in terms of interface or privacy policy; hence it is important to keep track of their state of the art at the time of research. Thus, the context block available in the format, which is usually plain text, guarantees an in-depth description of the research object, where users are invited to report its specificities at the time of the data sprint (Figure 8. Block describing the context, namely the research object and its features.).

**Setting up the experiment** — As emerged from previous discourse it is crucial to report the set-up of the experiment, namely what type of infrastructure and which devices have been used, on which digital platform the research has been done and what type of behavior was held by the researcher(s) carrying on the experiment. Indeed, defining the experiment setup is the first stage for making the procedure transparent and repeatable. In this case, regarding the infrastructure, participants decided to access Facebook always from the same device — a 15" MacBook Pro, and to navigate in a clean browser with the incognito mode on (Figure 9. Experiment set-up building box in use. From left to right: “Infrastructure” is about describing how to set up the device and the browser. The “Platform” box is dedicated to settings related to the platform being analyzed. “Behaviour” defines which actions to perform within the platform.).
**Telling the process**—Tracking and presenting the research process carried on during a data sprint is task-driven usually by designers (Mauri et al., 2019). According to Mauri et al., designing visual protocols is a common procedure for summarizing processes, making them accessible, transparent and repeatable, both during data sprints (Mauri et al., 2019) and as a didactic activity (Mauri et al., 2020). Drawing inspiration from this tradition, the format allows users to self-generate a diagram working as a visual summary and index to quickly access the diverse steps of the research process. This feature not only makes the fruition simpler, but also helps to organize the experiment in a modular way, making it repeatable and transparent. Moreover, the format allows also to include supplementary information and disclaimers related to the process (Figure 10). As a first action, before starting to gather data, participants created a fake name and a new account on Facebook as depicted in Figure 11. Account creation for the fake Facebook user. The first fixed column on the left summarizes the step, while the double column layout allows to compare two actions, namely the fake name generation and the actual account creation. During the two weeks before the data sprint, News Feed and user activity data were collected every two days employing techniques such as screen recording and snowballing. Through screen recording researchers stored a visual log of the actions done by the newborn user when collecting data appearing on the News Feed. Snowballing, namely the procedure whereby the researchers cascade likes or follows to what is suggested to them by the algorithm, was used to simulate a user activity based on the suggestions of the platform. Hence, given the long data collection process, a large part of the experiment was dedicated to constructing and enriching the
Figure 11. Account creation for the fake Facebook user. The first fixed column on the left summarizes the step, while the double column layout allows to compare two actions, namely the fake name generation and the actual account creation.

Figure 12. The column on the left summarizes the step, while the central column comprises two columns (top), or a single column with an animated GIFs and a caption.
main dataset. Indeed, to present how a new user interested in no-mask-related issues in Italy radicalizes on Facebook, researchers first collected the list of items appearing on the screen by scrolling through the News Feed. At the same time, they liked the suggested pages and, finally, they enriched the list of liked pages by crossing information coming from pages’ descriptions. During the two weeks before the data sprint, News Feed and user activity data was collected every two days employing techniques such as *screen recording* and *snowballing*. Through *screen recording* researchers stored a visual log of the actions done by the newborn user when collecting data appearing on the News Feed. *Snowballing*, namely the procedure whereby the researchers cascade likes or follows to what is suggested to them by the algorithm, was used to simulate a user activity based on the suggestions of the platform.

**Comparing actions** — When dealing with Digital Methods in data sprint-based research it is common to find experiments where some actions are compared in pairs: actions related to the same experiment step, the behavior of different social network accounts or the results emerging from two correlated hashtags —such as “program” and “anti-program” (Rogers, 2017, p. 82). To meet this need, the format allows users to populate a two-column layout where contents can be simultaneously read and compared. (Figure 11). Moreover, the format includes also a single-column layout, that users picked in this context for showing animated GIFs of a visualization, for embedding external video resources and for writing texts (Figure 12. The column on the left summarizes the step, while the central column comprises two columns (top), or a single column with an animated GIFs and a caption.).
Hence, given the long data collection process, a large part of the experiment was dedicated to constructing and enriching the main dataset. Indeed, to present how a new user interested in no-mask-related issues in Italy radicalizes on Facebook, researchers first collected the list of items appearing on the screen by scrolling the News Feed. At the same time, they liked the suggested pages and, finally, they enriched the list of liked pages by crossing information coming from pages’ descriptions.

**Generating a glossary** — As emerged from authors’ experience and from past data sprints documentation, it happens that experiments share tools, techniques, and lexicon. For instance, the previously described *Snowballing* technique has been used in other experiments as well as almost all the participants relied on RAWGraphs for designing visualizations.

Thus, the format integrates a feature for building a glossary and referring to its items throughout the whole experiment (Figure 5 and Figure 13). In this case, the shared glossary allowed users to self-create entries, take advantage of those integrated by participants who have worked on other experiments, and access items to be informed and inspired.

**4. Conclusions: A flexible and thorough format for disseminating data sprint results**

The paper describes the peculiarities of a new dissemination format by design practitioners for Digital Methods data sprints results. As described in Section 1, the necessity to design the format emerges from the authors’ experience in the field. Indeed, the format condenses and reinterprets good practices already in use in current formats for disseminating data sprints. Authors acknowledge that the format presented in the paper requires users to try outside their usual way of collecting, compiling, and presenting the process and results. As stated before, contextualizing the research object, and structuring the experiment setup requires additional research and readings. Describing the steps of the research process forces users to include succinct text and accompanying images. Moreover, it is necessary for users to become familiar with the concept of building blocks for filling it. Working with different layouts and ordering blocks requires a clear perception of the results that are being presented. However, as emerged from the focus group, the stress test and the application case, the format gives users room to be thorough, and it provides complete information while still maintaining flexibility. The suggestion to contextualize the research object situates the experiments in space and time. Providing information about the characteristics of the research object at the time the experiment was done becomes significant when imagining researchers reading the experiment in a couple of years. Thanks to the possibility of adding datasets, tables, and animated images, the research process has more space in the format. Explaining the steps using screenshots simulating the actual use of tools not only gives researchers the freedom to describe the research as thoroughly as possible but helps future researchers repeat the process. Creating a glossary characterizes the project, enriching it with specific terms and techniques which can gain the attention of even readers who never used some of the mentioned techniques.
To be remembered, brought back to life and re-interpreted, knowledge needs to be dismantled, re-structured and stored in a place (Anceschi, 1992, p. 99). Similarly, the format presented in the paper is a digital place that allows data sprints’ results to be stored, staged, and accessed after the research activities flexibly and thoroughly. Indeed, the format is designed by versed practitioners who condensed all their knowledge and experience to make future dissemination of data sprints more accessible. The format, available as an open-source Content Management System (CMS), will generate web pages to publish the research results online. Even if the case study presented is framed within the context of a data sprint inquiring the public perception of algorithms on social networks, the authors foresee that the usage scenario of the dissemination format could be extended to others DM data sprints and advanced research carried on with DM. Thus, the next steps will be dedicated to testing with (1) participants of another data sprint and (2) students carrying on DM research activities, (3) DM researchers outside data sprints and (4) researchers not familiar with DM.
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